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Abstract
Fix a polygon P with vertical and horizontal sides. We *rst recall how each tiling of P with
dominoes (i.e. rectangles 2× 1) can be encoded by a height function. Such an encoding induces
a lattice structure on the set TP of the tilings of P. We give some applications of this structure,
and we especially describe the order of meet irreducible elements of TP .
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1. Introduction
The study of tilings is a classical subject in mathematics. They appear in computer
science with the famous result of Berger [1], which proves the undecidability of the
problem of knowing if, given a *nite set of prototiles, the whole plane can be tiled
only using copies of prototiles.
During the last 10 years, a lot of advancements have been done about tiling algo-
rithms. Especially, Thurston [10], using works of Conway and Lagarias [3], introduced
the notion of height function of a tiling to exhibit a algorithm which, given a polygon
P with vertical and horizontal sides, gives a tiling of P (or indicates that there is no
tiling) with dominoes (i.e. rectangles 2× 1).
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The notion of height function appears as a very powerful tool in tiling study. It has
later been adapted by diGerent authors [4,7], who produced tiling algorithms for other
sets of prototiles.
In this paper, we are especially interested in the structure of the set TP of tilings
of a *xed polygon P with dominoes. This example has a particular importance for
theoretical physicists: for them, a domino is seen has a dimer, a diatomic molecule (as
the molecule of hydrogen), and each tiling is seen as a possible state of a solid, or a
2uid.
The paper is organized as follows: we *rst introduce height functions and give their
properties (Section 2). Afterwards, we prove that, from height functions, TP can be
given a structure of distributive lattice and we point out the fact that results about
tilings, previously obtained by diGerent authors, are linked to this structure (actually,
are a consequence of the existence of the lattice structure) (Section 3).
We continue studying the suborder of meet-irreducible elements of TP (from which
the lattice structure is deduced) (Section 4), which contains the whole information
about the lattice. This study gives us a purely geometric characterization of this order:
its Hasse diagram can be naturally represented in Z3. The results of this part of the
paper are entirely original.
We conclude the paper giving talking about close examples and open similar
problems.
2. Height function induced by a tiling
2.1. Tilings of a polygon
Let  be the square lattice of the Euclidean plane R2. A (*nite) *gure F of  is a
(*nite) union of closed square cells of . A *gure F is simply connected if the interior
of F and its complement R2 − F both are connected. A *nite simply connected *gure
F is called a polygon of . The boundary of a polygon P canonically induces a cycle
in , which is called the boundary cycle of P. A domino is a polygon formed from
two cells. A tiling T of a *gure F is a set of dominoes included in F , with pairwise
disjoint interiors, such that the union of tiles of T equals F .
2.2. Paths of the square lattice
Two vertices of  are neighbors if they are extremities of a same edge of . Hence,
each vertex v has four neighbors which are canonically called the East, West, North
and South neighbors of v. For each pair (v; v′) of neighbor vertices, we de*ne the
label of (v; v′) (denoted by lab(v; v′)) by: lab(v; v′)= a (respectively a−1; b; b−1) if v′
is the West (respectively East, North, South) neighbor of v. A path of  is a sequence
(v0; v1; : : : ; vp) such that, for i¡p, vi+1 is a neighbor of vi (if moreover v0 = vp, this
path is a cycle). Each path can be encoded by a word of {a; b; a−1; b−1}∗, which is
the concatenation: p−1i=0 lab(wi; wi+1).
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Now assume that cells of  are colored as a checkerboard. By this way, we have
black cells and white cells, and this coloration of faces permits to direct edges of 
in such a way that if an ant goes along an edge according to the given direction, then
the ant has a white edge on its left side (and a black edge on its right side).
For each pair (v; v′) of neighbor vertices, we de*ne the spin of (v; v′) (denoted by
sp(v; v′)) by: sp(v; v′)= 1 if (v; v′) is the direction given above, and sp(v; v′)=−1
otherwise. Let (w0; w1; : : : ; wp) be a path of vertices of . The height diGerence of this
path the sum:
∑p−1
i=0 sp(wi; wi+1).
2.3. Height functions and their properties
Let T be a tiling of a polygon P. A path (w0; w1; : : : ; wp) is a legal path of P for
T if it is formed from vertices of cells of P and, for i¡p, the edge (wi; wi+1) does
not cut the interior of any domino of T .
Proposition 1 (J.H. Conway). Let T be a tiling of a polygon P. The height di<erence
of any legal cycle of P for T is null.
Proof (sketch). It suLces to prove it for elementary legal cycles since the height dif-
ference of each cycle is the sum of the height diGerences of the elementary cycles
which compose it.
This is done by induction on the number of dominoes enclosed by the cycle: if only
one domino is enclosed, one veri*es that the proposition holds. Otherwise, the area
enclosed can be cut by a legal path, which induces two new legal cycles, each of
them enclosing less dominoes than the original cycle. Thus, by induction hypothesis,
the height diGerence of both induced cycles is null, from which it is easily deduced
that the height diGerence of the original cycle is null.
Corollary 1. Let T be a tiling of a polygon P. Two legal paths of P for T with the
same extremities have the same height di<erence.
This corollary guarantees the correctness of the de*nition below.
Denition 1. Let T be a tiling of a polygon P, with a *xed vertex v0 of its boundary.
For each vertex v of P, the height function induced by T (denoted by hT ) is the
function from the set of vertices of cells of P to the set Z of integers, such that for
each vertex v, hT (v) is the height diGerence of any legal path (for T ) from v0 to v
(Fig. 1).
Remark 1. Since each path following the boundary of P is a legal path for any tiling,
the value of the height function of a vertex of the boundary does not depend on the
tiling chosen.
Proposition 2. Let (T; T ′) be a pair of tilings of a same polygon P. If, for each vertex
v, hT (v)= hT ′(v), then T =T ′.
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Fig. 1. Computation of hT (v).
Informally, this proposition means that a height function is a way to encode a tiling.
Proof. Let (v; v′) be a pair of neighbors vertices of P such that the arc (v; v′) is direct.
We have two cases:
• the edge joining v to v′ cuts no domino of T . Thus hT (v′)= hT (v) + 1,
• the edge joining v to v′ is a symmetry axis of a domino of T . Thus hT (v′)= hT (v)−3
(following the boundary of this domino).
Thus, the tiling T is formed from tiles whose central axis is an edge (v; v′) such that
|hT (v′)− hT (v)|=3. The same argument can be used for T ′, which yields: T =T ′.
Proposition 3. Let f be a function from the set of vertices of P to the set Z of
relative integers such that:
• f(v0)= 0,
• for each pair (v; v′) of neighbors vertices of P such that the arc (v; v′) is direct,
either f(v′)=f(v) + 1 or f(v′)=f(v)− 3,
• if moreover, the arc (v; v′) is on the boundary of P, then f(v′)=f(v) + 1.
Then there exists a tiling T such that f= hT (v).
Proof. Let (w0; w1; w2; w3; w4 =w0) be a cycle around a white cell, counter-clockwise.
The second constraint of the proposition implies that we have three vertices wi such
that f(wi+1)=f(wi) + 1 and a unique vertex wj such that f(wj+1)=f(wj)− 3. One
easily obtains a symmetric condition for black cells. Thus, the set T of dominoes
which are cut into both halves by an edge whose extremities, say w and w′, are such
|f(w) − f(w′)|=3, is a tiling of P. One obviously veri*es, (by induction on the
distance from v0 to v) that, for each vertex v of P, f(v)= hT (v).
Proposition 4. Assume that v0 = (0; 0) and v0 is the lower left corner of a white cell
(which can be done without loss of generality). For any tiling T and each vertex
v=(x; y) of P, we have:
• hT (v)= 0[4] if and only if x and y both are even,
• hT (v)= 1[4] if and only if x is odd and y is even,
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• hT (v)= 2[4] if and only if x and y both are odd,
• hT (v)= 3[4] if and only if x is even and y is odd.
The proposition permits to de*ne the 4-congruence of a vertex v (denoted by
cong(v)), which is the value of Z=4Z given by the proposition.
Proof. Obvious by induction on the length of a shortest path from v0 to v.
3. The lattice of tilings
Height functions canonically induce an order on the set  of tilings of the polygon
P. Given a pair (T; T ′) of tilings of P, we say that T6T ′ if and only if, for each
vertex v of P, hT (v)6hT ′(v).
Lemma 1. Let (T; T ′) be a pair of tilings of P. For each vertex v of P, the di<erence
hT (v)− hT ′(v) is a multiple of 4.
Proof. We recall that for each pair (v; v′) of neighbors vertices of P such that the arc
(v; v′) is direct, either f(v′)=f(v)+1 or f(v′)=f(v)− 3. Thus, if the lemma is true
for v, then it is also true for v′, and the converse also holds. Thus gives the result,
by induction, once it has been remarked that hT (v0) − hT ′(v0)= 0, which is multiple
of 4.
Proposition 5. Let (T; T ′) be a pair of tilings of P.
The functions f= min(hT ; hT ′) and f′= max(hT ; hT ′) are height functions of
tilings.
Proof. We prove this lemma for f (the proof for f′ is similar) using Proposition 3.
The *rst and last constraints are obviously satis*ed.
Let (v; v′) be a pair of neighbors vertices of P such that the arc (v; v′) is direct.
Assume that hT (v)¡hT ′(v) then, from Lemma 1, we have: hT (v)6hT ′(v)− 4. On the
other hand, hT (v′)6hT (v) + 1 and hT ′(v′)¿hT ′(v)− 3. Thus:
hT (v′)6 hT (v) + 16 hT ′(v)− 4 + 16 hT ′(v′) + 3− 4 + 1 = hT ′(v′):
This proves that if hT (v)¡hT ′(v) then f(v′)= hT (v′). Consequently (since, of course,
f(v)= hT (v)) f(v′) − f(v)= hT (v′) − hT (v), which guarantees the second constraint
of Proposition 3.
The cases when hT (v)¿hT ′(v) and hT (v)= hT ′(v) are treated with the same kind of
argument.
Corollary 2. The order de=ned at the beginning of this section induces a structure of
=nite distributive lattice on the set  of tilings of P (Fig. 2).
Proof. Obvious.
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Fig. 2. Example of lattice of tilings.
3.1. Lattice and local >ips
Let T be a tiling of P. A local maximum (respectively minimum) of hT is an
interior vertex v of P such that, for each neighbor v′ of v, hT (v′)¡hT (v) (respectively
hT (v′)¿hT (v)).
Proposition 6. An interior vertex v of P is a local extremum of hT if and only if v is
the center of a 2× 2 square S which is exactly covered by two dominoes of T , with
a common large side.
Proof. If v is a local minimum, let v′ and v′′ be the neighbors of v such that the
edges (v′; v) and (v′′; v) both are direct. Notice that v is the middle of the line segment
[v′; v′′]. Since, one cannot have: hT (v)= hT (v′) + 1, the equality hT (v)= hT (v′) − 3
necessarily holds, which yields that the domino whose a central axis is the edge (v; v′)
is a domino of T . The same argument holds with v′′, which yields that S is exactly
covered by dominoes of T . Conversely, assume that S is exactly covered by dominoes
of T . One easily sees, applying rules which de*ne a height function, that v is a local
extremum of hT .
With the notations above, a 2ip is the replacement in T of the pair of dominoes
which cover S by the other pair which can cover S. After the 2ip is done, a new tiling
Tv of P is obtained (Fig. 3).
What are the consequences of a 2ip on the height function? For each vertex v′ such
that v′ = v, there exists a legal path for T which does not go through v. Moreover, this
path is also legal for Tv. This yields that hT (v′)= hTv(v
′).
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Fig. 3. Going up 2ips.
Each legal path for T from v0 to v can be transformed into a legal path for Tv from
v0 to v, only changing the penultimate vertex of the path. This yields that |hT (v) −
hTv(v)|=4. If hTv(v)= hT (v) + 4 we say that the 2ip is going up (the local minimum
v is transformed into a local maximum), and if hTv(v)= hT (v)− 4 we say that the 2ip
is going down (the local maximum v is transformed into a local minimum).
The previous study permits the applications below.
3.2. First application: the algorithm of tiling
Given a polygon P, how can we construct a tiling of P (or see that there is no
tiling)? If such a tiling exists, let Tmin denote the minimal tiling of . This tiling has
no local maximum since, otherwise, using a 2ip, a tiling Tabsurd such that Tabsurd¡Tmin
would be exhibited.
This yields that each vertex v such that hTmin (v) is maximum is on the boundary of
P. This property permits to construct Tmin in O(a(P)) time units, where a(P) denotes
the number of cells of P, by the algorithm below, discovered by Thurston [10] in 1990.
Input: A polygon P.
Initialization: Compute the height function for vertices of the boundary of P.
Repeat: Let v be a vertex of maximal height. Then there exists a line segment [v′; v′′]
of length 2, centered in v, included in the boundary of P. Place the unique domino
included in P a large side of which is segment [v′; v′′].
Update P removing both covered cells, and the height function
Until: P is completely tiled or some vertex of P is given two diGerent heights (Then
P cannot be tiled).
3.3. Second application: the formula of the minimum number of >ips
We are given a pair (T; T ′) of tiling of a same polygon P? Can we transform T
into T ′ by a sequence of 2ips? If we can, what is the length of such a shortest
sequence? We answer these questions using the notion of distance in the set  of
tilings.
Denition 2. Let (T; T ′) be a pair of tilings of P. The distance P(T; T ′) between T
and T ′ is de*ned by the equality:
P(T; T ′) =
∑
w∈P
|hT (w)− hT ′(w)|:
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Proposition 7. Let (T; T ′) be a pair of tilings of P. We have T6T ′ if and only if
there exists a sequence (T0; T1; : : : ; Tp) of tilings such that T =T0, Tp=T ′ and, for
each integer i such that 06i¡p, Ti+1 is deduced from Ti by a going up >ip.
Proof. Assume that T¡T ′. Take a vertex v such that hT (v)¡hT ′(v) (which yields
that hT (v)6hT ′(v)− 4 from Lemma 1), of minimal height with this constraint. Since
hT (v) = hT ′(v), vertex v is interior of P. Let v′ be a neighbor of v such that the arc
(v′; v) is direct.
If we had hT (v)= hT (v′) + 1, then we should have:
hT (v′) = hT (v)− 16 hT ′(v)− 4− 16 hT ′(v′) + 1− 4− 1 = hT ′(v′)− 4;
which yields that hT (v′)¡hT ′(v′). This last fact contradicts the minimality of hT (v),
thus the hypothesis hT (v)= hT (v′) + 1 cannot hold. Thus the domino a central axis of
which is the edge (v; v′) is element of the tiling T .
The same argument can be used for the other vertex v′′ such that the arc (v′; v) is
direct. We *nally obtain that v is a local minimum of hT . Thus, a going up 2ip can
be done on T around v. Let T1 be the tiling obtained. Remark that T16T ′.
Moreover, for w = v, hT ′(w)−hT1 (w)= hT ′(w)−hT (w), and hT ′(v)−hT1 (v)= hT ′(v)−
(hT (v) + 4). This yields: P(T1; T ′)=P(T; T ′)− 4.
The argument above can be repeated from T1, and so on until the distance becomes
null, i.e. T ′ is obtained.
The proposition above can be interpreted as follows: we have two orders on : the
*rst one (presented above) is directly induced by height functions and the other one
is given by up 2ips. The proposition claims that these orders are equal.
A consequence of this proposition is the formula given by the corollary below. This
formula has been previously given in [9].
Corollary 3. Let (T; T ′) be a pair of tilings of P, and n(T; T ′) denote the minimum
number of >ips to transform T into T ′. We have: n(T; T ′)=P(T; T ′)=4.
Proof. Let (T =T0; T1; : : : ; Tp=T ′) be a sequence of tilings such that, for each integer
i such that 06i¡p, Ti+1 is deduced from Ti by a 2ip. We have
P(T; T ′)6
p−1∑
i=0
P(Ti; Ti+1) = 4p;
which yields that that n(T; T ′)¿P(T; T ′)=4.
Moreover, for each tiling T ′′ such that T ′′¿T and T ′′¿T we have: n(T; T ′′)
=P(T; T ′′)=4 and n(T ′′; T ′)=P(T ′′; T ′)=4 from Proposition 7.
Let Tmeet denote the meet of T and T ′, i.e. the lowest element of  which is larger
than both T and T ′. First remark that:
P(T; T ′) =
∑
hT′ (w)¡hT (w)
hT (w)− hT ′(w) +
∑
hT′ (w)¿hT (w)
hT ′(w)− hT (w);
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i.e.
P(T; T ′) = P(T; Tmeet) + P(Tmeet ; T ′):
Thus
n(T; T ′)6 n(T; Tmeet) + n(Tmeet ; T ′) = (P(T; Tmeet) + P(Tmeet ; T ′))=4:
From the above inequalities, we obtain: n(T; T ′)6P(T; T ′)=4, which achieves the
proof.
4. The order of meet-irreducible elements
It is well known in lattice theory (see for example [2]) that each distributive lattice
is isomorphic to the inclusion order on the subsets of pairwise incomparable meet-
irreducible elements (i.e. elements with exactly one direct successor). This means that
the whole information about the lattice  is contained in the restriction of this order
to the set  of the meet-irreducible elements of . Similar results can be obtained for
the set of join-irreducible elements of .
In this section, we study this restriction and give a graphic representation of it. We
assume that  is not empty. The set of vertices of cells of P is denoted by VP . The
maximal (respectively minimal) height function of the maximal (respectively minimal)
tiling TMax (respectively Tmin) of the lattice  is denoted by hMax (respectively hmin).
4.1. The set of meet irreducible elements
The height function of a meet irreducible tiling has a unique local minimum. We
will see that the position and height of this minimum give a characterization of the
corresponding meet irreducible tiling. Moreover, we will give the set of possible heights
for a *xed position of the minimum.
Proposition 8. Let (v; z) be an element of VP ×Z, and v; z be the set of height
functions h such that h(v)= z. The set v; z is not empty if and only if z= cong(v) [4]
and hmin(v)6z6hMax(v).
Proof. If h is any height function then h(v)= cong(v) [4] (from Proposition 4) and
hmin(v)6h(v)6hMax(v) (from the de*nition of the order).
Conversely, from Proposition 7, there exists a sequence (Tmin =T0; T1; : : : ; Tp=TMax)
of tilings such that, for each integer i such that 06i¡p, Ti+1 is deduced from Ti
by a going up 2ip. Consider the sequence (hT0 (v); hT1 (v), : : : ; hTp(v)). For each inte-
ger i such that 06i¡p, either hTi+1(v)= hTi(v) (if the 2ip is not done around v) or
hTi+1(v)= hTi(v) + 4 (if the 2ip is done around v). Thus, for each integer z such that
z= cong(v)[4] and hT0 (v)6z6hTp(v), there exists an integer j such that hTj (v)= z.
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If (v; z) satis*es the condition of the above proposition, then, v; z is a non empty
sublattice of . Let hmeet(v;z) denote the height function of the maximal element Tmeet(v;z)
of v; z.
Proposition 9. The set of the height functions of the meet irreducible elements
of  is
Functmeet = {hmeet(v;z) such that z = cong(v)[4] and hmin(v)6 z ¡ hMax(v)}:
Proof. First notice that the only possible local minimum of hmeet(v;z) is v, since other-
wise a going up 2ip would create a higher height function. Is v really a local minimum
of hmeet(v;z) ? From Proposition 7, there exists a (non-empty since Tmeet(v;z) =TMax) se-
quence (Tmeet(v;z) =T0; T1; : : : ; Tp=TMax) of tilings such that, for each integer i such
that 06i¡p, Ti+1 is deduced from Ti by a going up 2ip. Moreover, the 2ip from
T0 to T1 is necessarily done around v since hmeet(v;z) has no other local minimum.
Thus, v is really a local minimum of hmeet(v;z) and T1 is the only direct successor
of Tmeet(v;z).
Conversely let h denote the height function of a tiling T with exactly one imme-
diate successor. This function has one local minimum v. Let state f(v)= z. We have
z= cong(v)[4] and hmin(v)6z6hMax(v) (from the de*nition of the lattice).
Assume that z= hMax(v). Since hMax has no local minimum, there exists a neighbor
v′ of v such that hMax(v′)¡hMax(v). Thus
h(v′)6 hMax(v′) ¡ hMax(v) = h(v);
which contradicts the hypothesis: z= hMax(v).
Moreover, h is element of v; z, thus h6hmeet(v;z). From Proposition 7, there exists
a sequence (T =T0; T1; : : : ; Tp=Tmeet(v;z)) of tilings such that, for each integer i such
that 06i¡p, Ti+1 is deduced from Ti by a going up 2ip. But this 2ip cannot be done
around v. Thus either f has another local minimum than v (which contradicts the fact
that T is meet irreducible) or p=0 which yields that h=Tmeet(v;z).
4.2. Computation of a meet irreducible element
We will now give a way to compute a *xed meet irreducible tiling.
Denition 3. Let (v; v′) be a pair of vertices of cells of P. A direct path of P from v
to v′ is a path (v= v0; v1; : : : ; vp= v′) such that, for each integer i with 06i¡p, vi is
a vertex of a cell of P and the edge (vi; vi+1) is a direct edge.
The direct number of (v; v′) (denoted by dirP(v; v′)) is the length of a shortest direct
path of P from v to v′.
Notice that dir(v; v′)= cong(v′)− cong(v)[4] and, for any height function h, h(v′)−
h(v)6dirP(v; v′).
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Proposition 10. Let (v; z) be an element of VP ×Z such that v; z is not empty. For
each vertex w of VP we have:
hmeet(v;z)(w) = min(dirP(v; w) + z; hMax(w)):
Proof. Let f be the function de*ned by f(w)=dirP(v; w) + z. We have: f(w)=
cong(w)[4]. Let (w; w′) be a direct edge of P. We necessarily have: f(w′)6f(w)+ 1
and f(w)6f(w′)+ 3 (following the contour of the white cell corners of which are w
and w′).
Thus, from the 4-congruence, either f(w′)=f(w)+1 or f(w′)=f(w)−3. Thus, by
a similar argument as the argument used in Section 3, the function h= min(f; hMax)
is such that either h(w′)= h(w) + 1 or h(w′)= h(w)− 3.
On the other hand, if w is a vertex on the boundary of P, hmeet(v;z)(w)−z6dirP(v; w),
thus
hMax(w) = hmeet(v;z)(w)6 dirP(v; w) + z:
This yields, from Proposition 3 that h is a height function, which moreover is element
of v; z. Thus h6hmeet(v;z).
The inequality: hmeet(v;z)6h is obvious, which *nishes the proof.
The above proposition gives an algorithm to compute Tmeet(v;z) in O(a(P) time units,
since both functions f and hMax can be computed in O(a(P) time units.
4.3. Comparison of meet irreducible elements
We have given a characterization of meet irreducible elements. We now want an
easy and speed way to compare (or see the incomparability) of two meet irreducible
tilings. This is given by the proposition below
Proposition 11. For each pair {(v; z); (v′; z′)} of elements of VP ×Z such that neither
v; z nor v′ ; z′ are empty. The following items are equivalent:
(1) hmeet(v; z)6hmeet(v′ ; z′),
(2) hmeet(v; z)(v′)6z′,
(3) z6hmeet(v′ ; z′)(v′),
(4) dirP(v; v′)6z′ − z.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) and (1)⇒ (3) both are obvious. We now prove (2)⇒ (1). Notice that
the set ′v′ ; z′ of tilings whose height functions h are such that h(v
′)6z′ is a sublattice
of  whose maximal element is hmeet(v′ ; z′). From (2), hmeet(v; z) is element of ′v′ ; z′ ,
which gives (1).
We prove (3)⇒ (1), with a similar argument, using the sublattice ′v; z of  formed
from tilings whose height functions h are such that h(v)6z.
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From Proposition 10, if dirP(v; v′) + z6z′, then hmeet(v; z)(v′)6z′, which proves
(4)⇒ (2). Conversely, either hmeet(v; z)(v′)=dirP(v; v′)+z (in this alternative, (2)⇒ (4)
is obvious) or hmeet(v; z)(v′)= hMax(v′). But hMax(v′)¿z′: the last alternative yields that
(2) is not realized (which proves (2)⇒ (4)), which *nishes the proof.
Remark that (4) is a fully geometric (with neither height function nor tiling) way
to compare two meet irreducible elements, only considering the positions and heights
of local minima. This fact will be used below.
Proposition 12. With the hypothesis of Proposition 11, Tmeet(v′ ;z′) is an immediate
successor of Tmeet(v; z) if and only if v′ is a neighbor of v such that the edge (v; v′) is
direct and z′= z + 1.
Proof. If Tmeet(v′ ; z′) is an immediate successor of Tmeet(v; z), then let (v= v0;
v1; : : : ; vp= v′) be a direct path from v to v′ of minimal length. Let state (v′′; z′′)=
(v1; z + 1). Notice that z′′= hmeet(v; z)(v′′) and z′′= cong(v)[4]. For each integer i such
that 0¡i6p, we have
dirP(v; v′) = dirP(v; v′′) + dirP(v′′; v′) = 1 + dirP(v′′; v′):
Assume that z′′= hMax(v′′). Then hMax(vi)6z′′+dirP(v′′; vi)= z+dirP(v; vi). Especially,
hMax(v′)6z + dirP(v; v′). But z′¡hMax(v′) which yields that z′ − z¡dirP(v; v′), which
contradicts the fact that Tmeet(v′ ; z′) is a successor of Tmeet(v; z). Thus z′′¡hMax(v′′).
Moreover, from Proposition 11, we have
Tmeet(v; z) ¡ Tmeet(v′′ ; z′′) 6 Tmeet(v′ ; z′)
since dirP(v; v′′)6z′′ − z and dirP(v′′; v′)6z′ − z′′. The only possibility for Tmeet(v′ ; z′)
to be an immediate successor of Tmeet(v; z) is v′= v′′, which yields that z′= z′′ (since
otherwise Tmeet(v′′ ; z′′) would be an intermediate tiling).
Conversely, if v′ is a neighbor of v such that the edge (v; v′) is direct and z′= z+1,
let (v′′; z′′) be an element of VP ×Z such that
Tmeet(v; z) ¡ Tmeet(v′′ ; z′′)6Tmeet(v′ ; z′);
which yields dirP(v; v′′)6z′′ − z and dirP(v′′; v′)6z + 1 − z′′. We necessarily have
z6z′′6z + 1.
If z′′= z, then dirP(v; v′′)= 0, which means v= v′′. If z′′= z+1, then dirP(v′′; v′)= 0,
which means v′= v′′.
This proposition permits us to have a precise representation of a Hasse diagram of
the order: from each vertex v such that cong(v)= 0, place a bi-in*nite left handed (re-
spectively right handed) climbing square helix around each white (respectively black)
cell a corner of which is v. The Hasse diagram is formed from the parts of the helixes
whose height z in a vertex v is such that hmin(v)6z¡hMax(v).
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Fig. 4. A direct path of length at most 2d∞(v; v′) + 1.
4.4. Special case when the complement of the polygon can be tiled
We now add the hypothesis that the complement R2 − P of P can also can tiled by
dominoes. A variant of the algorithm described in 3.2 can recognize polygons whose
complement can be tiled, in a quadratic time. But in a lot of cases, this condition
obviously holds: if, for example, P is H-convex (i.e. the fact that the extremities of a
horizontal line segment both are in P implies that this whole segment is contained in
P), then the complement of p can be tiled only using horizontal dominoes.
With this hypothesis, *x a tiling Text of R2−P. We will consider each tiling T of P
as a tiling of the whole plane, adding dominoes of Text. By this way, we can consider
all the direct paths of the plane (instead of limiting ourselves to paths which stay in
P). The same study as above can be done replacing dirP(v; v′) by dirplane(v; v′), i.e. the
length lowest direct of the plane from v to v′. This gives us the following proposition.
Proposition 13. Assume that the hypothesis of Proposition 11 holds and, moreover,
the complement of P can also be tiled by dominoes.
Then hmeet(v; z)6hmeet(v′ ;z′) if and only if dirplane(v; v′)6z′ − z.
If v=(x; y) and v′=(x′; y′), we recall that the distance d∞(v; v′) is de*ned by:
d∞(v; v′)= max(|x − x′|; |y − y′|).
Corollary 4. Assume that the hypothesis of Proposition 11 holds and, moreover, the
complement of P can also be tiled by dominoes.
Then hmeet(v; z)6hmeet(v′ ; z′) if and only if 2d∞(v; v′)− 16z′ − z.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that |x − x′|6|y − y′|. First notice
that dirplane(v; v′)¿2d∞(v; v′) − 1, since each direct path form v to v′ contains at
least d∞(v; v′) vertical edges and two consecutive vertical edges are separated by a
horizontal edge. Thus if dirplane(v; v′)6z′− z, then 2d∞(v; v′)− 16z′− z. Conversely,
dirplane(v; v′)62d∞(v; v′) + 1, since one can easily construct a direct path of the plane
from v to v′, of length at most 2d∞(v; v′) + 1 (see Fig. 4). Moreover dirplane(v; v′)=
z′ − z[4]. Thus, if 2d∞(v; v′)− 16z′ − z, then dirplane(v; v′)6z′ − z.
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5. Extensions
In future works, we hope that the precise description of the suborder of meet ir-
reducible elements will induce advancements in tilings study (enumeration, random
sampling...)
As in [10], the same properties (and the existence of a similar distributive lattice,
with a similar suborder for the set of its meet irreducible elements) hold for tilings
with calissons (i.e. lozenges whose sides have unit length, formed from two equilateral
triangles sharing an edge).
With these ideas, Propp [6] proved that the set of perfect matchings of a bipartite
planar graph has a lattice structure, but his method is not constructive, except in some
particular cases.
For tilings with bibones (i.e. prototiles formed from two hexagons of unit sides
sharing an edge), there exists local 2ips [5], but the height function is a value of
Z=12Z, which does not directly induce an order.
For tilings with m-bars (i.e. rectangles m× 1, m being a *xed integer), there exists
a height function, deduced from tiling groups [4]. Some recently introduced ideas [8]
make us hope that a lattice structure would be appear.
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